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Clark, Raymond &'Coale and Frederic H. Betts, for complainant.
James E. Maynadier, for defendants.

COLT, Circuit Judge. This bill was filed May 6, 1885, and is
based upon the Richardson patent of January 19, 1869, for an im-
provement in steam safety valves. As stated by complainant's coun-
sel, t1?-e real question in this case is:
"Does the Richardson patent of 1866, or the Ricbardson patent of 1869,

require that the aperture at the ground joint, caused by lifting the valve,
should be always greater than the aperture from the pop chamber between
the flange, n, and the rim, q, of the patent ot 1869?"
Upon a careful examination of the Richardson patent of Septem-

ber 25, 1866, and the Richardson patent of 1869, in connection with
the decision of the supreme court in Consolidated Safety-Valve Co.
v. Crosby Steam-Gauge & Valve Co., 113 U. S. 157, 5 Sup. Ct. 513, I
am of opinion that the proper construction of the patent in suit reo
quires that the aperture at the ground joint, caused by lifting the
valve, should always be greater thnn the aperture for the exit of
steam.into the open air. As the defendants' valve does not embody
this construction, I must hold that there is no infringement, and that
the bill should be dismissed, with costs. Bill dismissed, with costs.

HUNT v. ARCHIBALD et at.
(Olrcult Court, D. Massachusetts. May 29, 1897.)

PATE1\TS-NOVELTY-FIRECRACKERS.
The Hunt patent, No. 547,921, tor an improved firecracker, In which the

fuse Is held in place by a portion of the tube forced in and down to form
ridges, extending towards the fuse, and forming a rosette with the fuse
projecting from its center, Is void for want of novelty, considering the prior
state of the art.

This was a suit in equity by Edmund S. Hunt against Thomas
Archibald and others for alleged infringement of a patent relating
to firecrackers. On final hearing.
Maynadier & Mitchell, for complainant.
George O. G. Coale, for defendants.

COLT, Circuit Judge. This is a bill in equity, brought for the in·
fringement of letters patent No. 547,921, granted to the complainant
October 15, 1895, for an improved firecracker. The specification
describes the invention as follows:
"My invention relates to closing the paper case or tube about the fuse or

igniting device; and It consists in a firecracker In which the fuse is held In
place by a portion of the tube forced in and down to form ridges, which extend
toward the fuse, and cause the portion bent In to f()rm a rosette, with the
fuse projecting from its center, as wlII be plain trom the drawings, which
show a rosette formed by crimping in the inner portion ot the tube, A, along
six radial lines, a, these lines slanting upward, and meeting at their inner
ends about the fuse, B."
The drawings show a tool for making a rosette, and the specifica·

tion further declares that:
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is the fuse held firmly by a rosette formed by forcing a por-
tion of the tube inwardly and downwardly to form radial tapering grooves
deepest at their outer ends."

below is a perspective view of the Hunt firecracker with a
portion cut away, and Fig. 5 is a perspective view of the tool or
crimper for securing the fuse in place.

riff s.

The claims are as follows:
"(I) Tube, A, and fuse, B, combined by means or the rosette formed of po!."-

tions of the tube crimped in by radial tapering grooves, substantially as set
forth. (2) Tube, A, with its outer portion cylindrical at and near the fuse
end, but with its inner portion at that end forced in to form a rosette as
described, combined with fuse, B, extending through and held by that rosette,
substantially as and for the purposes specified."
The defendants contend that the patent is void for want of pat-

entable novelty, and this is the most serious question in the case.
In a prior patent granted to the complainant October 14, 1890, we
find described the identical tool for crimping in portions of the tube
of a firecracker in the form of a rosette with radial tapering grooves
which is set out in the patent in suit, the only difference being that
in the latter there is a central or axial hole in the tool for the inser-
tion of the fuse. This earlier tool was designed to close the butt
end of the cracker. The Masten firecracker patent of July 7, 1885,
describes an anvil with a hole through its center to hold the fuse
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during the operation of plugging. In this device a clay plug is
used. In the old Brown cracker the fuse is retained in place by
tamping or driving down the inner portion of the end of the tube;
in other words, the fuse is held by a plug integral with the tube.
We find, therefore, that at the date of the Hunt invention in suit,
the rosette plug for closing the end of the tube was old; that a
hole in the center of the tool to hold the fuse was old; and that the
holding of the fuse by pressing down and around it the inner por-
tion of the end of the tube was old. Assuming that Hunt had be-
fore him his prior tool for making a rosette plug, the old Brown
cracker, in which the fuse was firmly held by crushing down the lay-
ers of paper composing the inner portion of the tube, and the Masten
anvil, with a central or axial hole, it does not seem to me that there
was any invention in the combination of the tube, fuse, and rosette
plug, which constitutes the patent in suit; or, to state the proposi-
tion in another form, there is no invention in the application of the
old Hunt rosette plug to the fuse end of a firecracker. Indeed, Hunt
himself says that he made the first crackers like that described in
the patent in suit with his old tool. His testimony on this point is:
"I used the same tool that I used previously in m8king the cracker before.

I placed the case over the mandrel; then I put my fuse in, and drove the
choking tool down upon it, and found that that closed the end of the case.
The tool that I used for this occasion was a solid tool; a tool that I had."
In view of the prior state of the art, the patent in suit is held to

be void for want of patentable novelty. Bill dismissed, with costs.

GREEN v. CITY OF LYNN.
(Circuit Court, D. Massachusetts. April 28, 1897.)

1. PATENTS-INFRINGEMENT SUITS ON DIFFERENT PATENTS.
The joinder in one suit of claims for infringement of two patents re-

lating to the same subject-matter is in the interest of the public, as well
as of private litigants, and should not be discouraged by too stringent
rules as to costs or otherwise.

2. COSTS IN PATENT SUITS-ApPORTIONMENT.
Where two patents relating to the same subject-matter were sued on in

the same SUit, and a decree was entered for complainant on one of them,
and for defendant in respect to the other, the costs disbursed in regard to
the patent adjudged against the complainant were not, under the circum-
stances, adjudged in favor of either party.

This was a suit in equity by Nelson W. Green against the city
of Lynn for alleged infringement of two patents. The cause was
heard upon complainant's claim in respect to the taxation of costs.
Harvey N. Pratt, for complainant.
Fish, Richardson & Storrow and Guy Cunningham, for defendant.

PUTNA...'f, Circuit Judge. The complainant brought a bill in
equity for alleged infringements of two patents relating to the same
subject-matter, and therefore very properly included in the same
suit. A consolidation of this character within reasonable limits is


